[Importance of cerebrospinal fluid control tests in bacterial meningitis cases as a discharge criterion].
There is controversy regarding indications for cerebrospinal fluid control tests on patients who have clinically recovered from bacterial meningitis, as a cure criterion. Some authors advocate discharge after confirmation of clinical and cerebrospinal fluid normalization, while others maintain that cerebrospinal fluid analysis is not justified in all cases. This case series with group comparisons investigated changes seen in cerebrospinal fluid control tests and evaluated the importance of this for the discharge decision. Out of 297 patients studied, the cerebrospinal fluid control test did not change the discharge intention in 89.9% of the cases (healed cerebrospinal fluid), while in 10.1%, the discharge was suspended (non-healed cerebrospinal fluid). Of these, the antibiotic scheme was changed in 30%. Among the variables that might predict the presence of non-healed cerebrospinal fluid on admission, cerebrospinal fluid protein levels higher than 100mg/dl (p = 0.04) and glycorrhachia lower than or equal to 20 mg/dl (p = 0.03) were associated with a 2.5-times greater chance. These may be useful as criteria for indicating cerebrospinal fluid control tests before discharge.